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Summary
When the existing two-out-of-three cross media ownership rule is finally revoked, then each of the three
highly profitable commercial metropolitan FM radio groups (SCA, ARN and Nova), will be amongst the most
highly sought-after assets in any ensuing media match-making frenzy.
Unlike the larger newspaper and television groups which have been struggling financially in recent times,
the metro FM radio broadcasters have continued to enjoy reasonable growth in advertising revenues,
profits and margins over the past half decade.
Between calendar year (CY) 2011 and CY 2016, the three metro FM radio groups in aggregate managed to
generate 4.6% compound annual growth in total revenues and even higher 5.4% per annum increases in
operating profits, which led to record profit margins being achieved last year.
In CY 2016, the average FM group realised $226 million in total revenues from which were generated $73
million in operating profits (EBITDA), which represented a 32.3% EBITDA margin and was a staggering
result for a traditional media sector.
Given both their impressive recent financial performance and their still attractive future prospects, Global
Media Analysis (GMA) believes that a valuation multiple of up to 10.0 times maintainable EBITDA would
not be inappropriate for the metro FM radio sector as a whole.
Applying such a multiple to the sector’s aggregate EBITDA in CY 2016, gives the sector a valuation of up
to $2.2 billion, or up to $730 million per group on average.
Exactly how that gross sector valuation amount might eventually get divided up between the three metro
FM groups, will ultimately depend upon how prospective purchasers or merger partners assess the
comparative strengths, weaknesses and future prospects for SCA, ARN and Nova. Some of those factors
are considered in the remainder of this report.

Commercial Metro FM Radio - An Attractive Media Sector with Three Very Competitive Operators
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Southern Cross Austereo (SCA)
Having lost significant shares of audiencei (from CY 2011), total revenues (from CY 2012) and profits (from
CY 2011) to its two metro FM rivals, SCA’s metro radio operations, which recorded the lowest EBITDA of
the three groups in CY 2016 (of $61 million), would probably be the lowest valued of the three metro FM
radio broadcasters.
However, such an historically based analysis is probably a bit too simplistic because it fails to take full
account of some of the unique characteristics and future financial potential of SCA’s two metro FM
networks. When assessing SCA’s metro radio operations, important factors to consider include the
following:


With ten FM stations, it has the largest number of metro stations, which assisted it in again
attracting the largest number of average 10+ listeners to metro commercial radio in CY2016, after
having lost that position to ARN in the two preceding years.



SCA is the only group to have two separate all FM networks (Hit and Triple M) with each having
stations in each of the five metro markets.



After a protracted period of decline, the group has been in recovery mode over the past 18 months
with increasing listener numbers, revenues and earnings. For example, in the most recent twelve
month period ending 30 June 2017, SCA’s metro radio networks increased total revenues by 2.0%
and EBITDA by 17.4%.



Given its larger number of stations, SCA’s metro radio operations have been able to continue to
generate greater total revenues that either of its two FM rivals, although that has also meant that it
also has maintained a higher cost structure, both in total, and on a per station basis.



Further significant financial improvements could be realised if the group can improve upon the stillwell-below-par ratings performance at its once-flagship station Hit 104.1/2Day FM in Sydney, which
between CY 2011 and CY 2015 lost almost two-thirds of its average listener numbers.

Taking all of the above factors in to consideration, prospective purchasers or merger partners, might
conclude that SCA’s metro operations have the greatest potential for future ratings and earnings
improvements and therefore might be willing to attribute a higher valuation multiple to SCA’s recently
reported metro radio earnings.
Assuming a highly contested bidding environment, GMA considers that SCA may attract offers of up to
between $650 and $700 million for its metro radio operations on a stand-alone basis.

Commercial Metro FM Radio - SCA has the Most Stations and the Highest Cost Structure
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Australian Radio Network
The Australian Radio Network (ARN) will most probably attract the highest valuation in the forthcoming
media industry consolidation process by virtue of it being the most profitable FM metro radio group for the
last three calendar years, reaching a peak EBITDA of $86 million in CY 2016, and by consistently
generating the sector’s highest profit margins, with a record 38.3% being achieved last year.
ARN reached that market leading position, by generating strong sector-best increases in total revenues
(11.7% pa) and solid growth in operating profits (12.7% pa) between CY 2011 and CY 2016.
In CY 2014 and CY 2015, it also attracted the largest number of average commercial metro 10+ radio
listeners, before being displaced by SCA last year.
There is also the potential for sizable future ratings and earnings improvement at stations KIIS 101.1 in
Melbourne and 96fm in Perth.
However, the attractiveness to prospective purchasers or merger partners of linking themselves with the
market leader might be tempered somewhat by the following considerations:


Unlike SCA and Nova, ARN does not currently have a metro radio network with commonly branded
stations in all, or even most, metro markets, although that remains a future possibility.



Group average 10+ listener numbers declined in both CY 2016 and FY 2016 and increased only
marginally in FY 2017.



In the most recent 12 month period ending 30 June 2017, total revenues and EBITDA declined
modestly by 4.5% and 7.6% respectively.

In view of the above-mentioned considerations, prospective purchasers or merger partners, might apply a
somewhat lower valuation multiple to ARN’s recent operating profits on the basis that they may have either
peaked or stalled.
GMA considers that an acquisition valuation of up to between $750 and $800 million may be attributed to
ARN in any forthcoming industry consolidation process.

Commercial Metro FM Radio - A Still-Growing and Highly Profitable Traditional Media Sector
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Nova Entertainment
Nova Entertainment (Nova) has been both “the quiet achiever” of metro FM radio over the past five years
and also an extremely astute investment on the part of its current owner, Lachlan Murdoch, who acquired
full ownership of the group from the DMGT media group of the United Kingdom, thru his Illyria group of
private investment companies in a two staged process.
Nova has been the second most profitable metro FM group over the past two calendar years and arguably
the fastest growing operator over the past half decade.
Between CY 2011 and CY 2016, it nearly matched ARN in terms of revenue growth (with a 10.1% pa
increase) and over that same period it almost doubled ARN’s increase in EBITDA (at 24.1% pa), resulting
in an adjusted EBITDA of $72 million in the latest year, based on GMA’s assessment of Nova’s corporate
filings.
For the past three calendar years, the Nova branded network has attracted the largest average 10+
audience of any commercial metro FM network. In addition, its smooth fm branded station in Sydney was
that market’s highest rating FM station in both CY 2016 and FY 2017.
However, Nova’s strong performance over the past half decade, might lead some prospective purchasers
or merger partners to question whether the group is now operating at, or near, its full potential and is
without any obvious untapped avenues for substantial future ratings and earnings improvements.
For example, while Nova has developed the highly successful smooth fm brand in Sydney and Melbourne,
it lacks stations (ideally broadcasting on the FM band) in Brisbane, Adelaide and Perth to extend that
popular format in to a second national metropolitan FM brand.
In the current environment, GMA considers that a valuation of between $680 and $730 million may be
placed on Nova.
Further Information
For further information pertaining to this research report, contact Bob Peters of Global Media Analysis at:
bobpeters.gma@gmail.com
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Any information provided is subject to change without notice to you although the information includes material as well as research commentary relating to media matters. GMA is not providing
advice though this report and does not represent that any such advice or commentary is suitable to you.
You the reader agree to make your own independent evaluation of the merits and suitability for you of the commentary given which reflects the author’s analysis as of the date published. The
accuracy, completeness and timeliness of such information cannot be guaranteed and is subject to change.
GMA, its affiliates, agents and directors shall not have any responsibility for direct, indirect, consequential, special or other damages you incur as a consequence of your reliance on information
provided in this report and GMA, its affiliates, agents and directors hereby expressly disclaim all express and implied warranties, including without limitation, warranties of merchantability, fitness for
a particular purpose and error-free and uninterrupted services. GMA does not warrant, guarantee or make any representation or warranty whatsoever express or implied or assume any liability to
you regarding:
1. the use of the results of the use of the information provided including without limitation any financial results based on use of the information, or;
2. system performance and effects on or damages to software and hardware in connection with any use of any GMA site containing this report.
In addition to and without limiting the foregoing, GMA shall not be liable for any harm caused by the transmission, through any GMA Site, of a computer virus or other computer code or programming
device that might be used to access, modify, delete, corrupt, deactivate, disable, disrupt or otherwise imped e in any manner the operation of the services of any of your software, hardware, data or
property.
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In this report all references to ratings and audience numbers pertain to the average number of listeners aged 10+ as measured and reported by
GfK Radio Ratings on behalf of Commercial Radio Australia in Surveys 1-8, in any given calendar year, in Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane, Adelaide
and Perth, All People 10+, Mon-Sun 5:30am-12mn, Average Audience, unless otherwise stated.
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